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It haS ofteR been noted in various research studies - -end even in

every daY observation --that males are diffetent from females. The

question considered in this report is: Do tkl.differences between the

sexes make a difference in career desision-makls.g? More specifical

4..

how much and what kind of differentiation can be,seen in the procestes'by,

whtch tale44n4'femiles make their career decisions?'; What'plausible

lalternative explanations may be offered for perceived differential
4I

effects of sex? 'What implications -do the findings have for suidance?

A number of reviews have sumtarizekfindings fr'mn sq'pres.of studies

on sex differences related to variables agsociated'with career decision-
.

making - -such as i9t3ravs, values and occupat,ional preferences (Brief &

t Aldag, 1976; Norris,. RAz, & Chapman, 1978; tittle, 1979). -Most of the

studies.e6ntribute to'or corroborate the stereotypes--for example, that

females tend to be tore "social and alt tic, afile males tend to he. .

#

more concerned with money and,,power. Th se-charactsristics are often.

sald to be functions of child-rearing a d socialization practices. But

(coutitervailiAg forces have been re4gn 4. Role models with non-tradi-
, .

tional charatteristics haVe become hi ly visible 'during the last'decade.
9 *

Affirmativg 'action has helped open,u more occupational options for

bouteortesponang changes. ia

40r decisitn-making.among college

-

women. #Have such, phenomena. broilght

the prevalence of sex-stereotyped

siudents?)- .

a
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METHOD

, Writings about career development-andlguidance often rfifdr-to the
. ".

.
...

.. '.

'Process, of career
/

decilhon-making, but a process is veri.difticult to
, . .

%,

1

observe. It is not surprising% therefore, that attempts to-descr ibe the

careardecision-Mak ng process more fredently-facusr-on-the'con:Lent of
. . . .

.

1,

eeisions. 'Thus, career-retited choices or Preferences are commonly .
. .

, .

related to antecedent or concur ent.characteristies of persons. Project
.

.
. .

,

"TALENT represents this kind of reSearckon a massive and comprehensive
.0

scale,Se.g., Flanagan, Tiedeman; and ottlers, 1973; AIR 1976). But the

content of decisions and the characteristics of decision-makeri%are not'

the same.ds tHe process of career decision-making, nor are they adequate

for interring process,. 'Nowhe're do such.studies provide a descrip0.on of

the behavior of persons actively engaged in det'laing about careers; they
..-

miss the dynamies of the decision process*

This report on sex differences in ;he.career:values, interests,And
A

. 1

other behaviors.of college students hai been derived from a more comprehen-

t ,

sive rudy of age and sex differences in thh career decision-making
%

precede (Norris, Katz, & 'Chapman, 1978). Ihe collection of data capitalized-

.
'on unique'sets of observations aready bding collectea in the coui.se of a

,

clearly defined intervention* TheAntervention,is the computer4ased
4

System of Interacpve GuUtance and, Information (SIGI), developed to help

.students in or about to enter college make'informed and rational career

'Aecisions--and also to increase their freedom of choice, develop their.
.1"

understanding of the elements involved in choice, and. improve their
0

. A



X
competencies in the CDM process. In short, students engage.in a dialogue

with °the system to examine their own values, identify and explore

options,'receive and tnterpret relevant data, baster strategtes for

decision-making, and formurate tentatille plans that can be modified as

they.gain new insights, experienck. and 4nformation.

C,

The intervention is specifiea, in part, by'.he structure and content

of SIGI--the model of CDMIt employs, the scripls, the diita bases, tpe

flormat og displays on a Cathode-ray tube,. the response mode on tbe
4

keyboard, And so on. 72...!se resburces are accesaitile to tll users. The

spibmified-by the diStinIctive way in Which each

structure and resomices of the system. These

intervention is further

user interacts with the

distinctive interactions are'autnmatically recotded by the cmputer for

.V7 2

research purposes.and:can be printed in compreased form. Through this
4

.

"windle on theCDM protess,"we can obserVe individual.variations in.QDM .

behaVior (within the tommon hamework ot the system). -

'Thus, an importaArpoint to bear in mind is that the findings in

-this study are based on coliege studen,ts,observed in the itdk of making

career decisions.. Thdse'Oliservations are not to be.confused with responses,

1
derived from surveys Of people who day,or may.not be actively engaged in

career decision-making 4CDM) at the time they are questioned. The -

.variables in this report are elements in a process, not made-up answers

to-questiont thatmay or mey not have been salient to!the respondent.
'Ar 4

, Among theiariables are values profiles,.-interest prefeences,. and

4
4behavior's involved in seeiting information,.getting predictions, making

41 A

A

plans, and using decision rules to evaluate occupations for choice. The

I
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study is descriptive rather than an,experimental.testing of hypotheses.

It controls fot the initial status.of individuals as they embark on a,1

formal; systematic cDM process and compares males and females orr the

aVve-mentioaed variables.. In addition,-sex-typical.and sex-atypical

groups are defined Tor each sex. These derived-group comparisons help to'

illuminate a number. of the sex differences and similarities found.

5amole v.

AS part of a field test of SIGIe individual rec'Ords of interactions

were automatically pllected during a fixed period in 1976 on a five

percent random sample of SIGI users at six Folleges in different regions 4

of the country, Varying in size, setting, nature of population, and so
IL

on. Five of these colleges are two-year, institutions (Faskadena City
.

;College in California, Mercer County Community College in New jersey,
S.

Eastfield College in Texas, Santa Fe Community College in Florida, and

Delta'College in,MiChigan), and one is a four-year college (Illinois

State University).r.,

.

A tqal sample of 433 complete individual tecords was drawn from the

automatically collected data set. In drawing rec ds from-the five

. )
percent random saiple ae a tollege, conbideration s given to obtainiqg .

adequate (thougirnot, necessarhy.equa1) numbers of recardel in each

-age/sex groVp1 The ageoand sex distribution of the sample' and the number

of. records 4rawn from each Of the six colleges are presented below:

I.

Na

OW,
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(a)

(b)

SAMPLE,SIZgS (a) by Age & $ex
(b) by 'school

, Like

ti

M
.

Male ': Female

1

18 & under. .' 46 94 140

AGE 19 td 24 60 ; 77 137

25 & over 70 86 . -156 ,

,-
-.257 3 /

,.

.
.

. # .
.

..
ir

School N .

1 . .
. .

Delta
Eastfield
Illinois
Mercer
Faqadenk
Santa qe

,s 97

60:
56

.70
-64
86

.433

There is little reason to suspeet'that SIG;'users differ from the

general college population in ways Unrelated to careerl!cisicni-making;-

spehial screening procedures were used nor were 'special'inpentives

provided. Therefore, our sample ill likely to-be a good representation of

readi.ind willing to edgage inthe popula*tiOn of colltgs studOts who are

career d cision-making activities.

Data

-4

Summary statistics are reported in Norris, Katz, & Chapman (1978)

,
)

)

for some 50 vatiables derived from the records of students' interactions,
ae 4

with SIGI. These records represeat,00n the average, about four hours of

intdraction. Variables discussed in this report will be defined within

fhe context of the analysesand findings.

F-1
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FINDINGS

and differences between sexes will firt be reporied in.:

occupations planned for, occupations

"desirability" of.occutpations..

respect to values, interests

preferred, endthe relitive

Value Profiles

What, if any, are the differences in value profi,lefifor males and

females? For younger and older' students? As a firsi step in answering
4

this question, a two-way..multivariate analysis of variance (MANOV4) was

4..

run on the weights that students assigned to the ten values in SIGI.

Sex, with two categories, was ohe factor; age,'with *tee levels (19 and
. .

under, 19-24, 25.and over) was the second factor.

The results of the MANOVA on the value weights afe presented 'below

(Table 1).

Table 1

)(ANOVA for Age and Sex Differences in 10 Valuis
.

MO.

Source IDep Var. H.F.
-

4.e
Approx. F Ratio

\

Probability of Larger F

I. .

Mean , 10 1 1832.6146 0.0

Age 10 2 2.0662 0.0041

'Sex 4 10 9.0089 0.0

. -

Age X Sex lp 2 ,4.0Q12 Q.4581

r

As tke MANOVA table shows,,there aye significant age and sex effec'ts

with no significant interaction.

R..

.00
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Since there az* significant age and sex maineffects, the value

rofiles.for thetwo sex groups ancLthe three age groups were examined

more closely to determine the neture of the group differences..

Figure I presentb..plo.tb of mean value's weights for males and females

gages combined). It gives a quick way to see which values are 4eighted

high and which ones are wei_ghted low. cf

w14her.or not tte'differences in mean values weights for males and

females are significant, a.t-test was run for eacil value. The significance

levels associated with ale obtained t's,are indicated by the number of-
.

asterisks next to each vane. (The atience of astefisks indicates that

. the probability level is greater than .05).

Referring to Figure 1, then, we see that:

(1) All values, witli the exception otEarly Entry for males', are

considered at least of moderkte importance (scale weight . 4).

.(.2) For males, the three top weighfed values are Securtty, Income,

and Work in Major Fieldof Interest;.foi females, the correspondingly

ranked values are Work in Major Field of Interest, Security, and Helping

Others

(3) Large sex differences are noted for the values Uelping Others,

Early Entry, Leadership, and Income. -Pemales weight Helping Others and

Early Entry higher than do "Males, 0.hile the reverse is true for LeaderstUR

and Income.

(4) Somewhat smaller, but still significant, sex differences are

noted for Work in Major Field of Intereit a & Independence. Females.

weight Interest Field high6r than males Niei heit; males weight Independence
tA

higher than do females.

.J9
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- (5) No significant sex differences are note4,for four of the ten

values: Prestige, Security, Vthety, and Leisure.

4. .

The picture that emerges from differences in values between males

and females is consi ent with the long-Standing sex stereotype of ihe

nurtu ing,£emale and. 4he striving male. Females rank Helping Others

Analouti!alues,whereas male6 rank it

.eighth; the greater importance to !arly Entry for females is likely

ft \associated not only with lower aspiration level's attributed to women-but

also with their primary concern for current or prospectivemarriagi and

family. Males, on the other hand,.rank Income second in importance',

whereas females rank it sixth. This difference caWalso be'seen as a

.
reflection ofjhe males' traditional role as the major provider for.the

.

family.

Although the findings regarding §ex differences in values are not
)

-

(

.'surprising, it is interesting'to note thdCwhile.the soo evolution o

the sixties may hav ,hacktgreat.impdct on some indivi4tals' perceptions of

sex roles, 'values reflecting old sex stereotypes still exist among

college students when group means are compared.

.0"

Field of Interest Occu

40

ation Pla ed f,or and Occu ation Pieferred

In the Values system, students indicate illwhicia,e/g of six interest-

fields they mefer to work. Later, after'exploring and Fonsidering a

variety of'occupatAons iip'their course through SIGI, they. select *am:

fioccupation (in the Planning section) to study the*paths to.entry, and-

eventually.(in the section called Strategy), they debignati,an occupation

I 0

JP

ft

c
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th'at they,prefer. It is useful.to examine the persisrnoe or consistency

with which students7pursue an early-stafed choice of interest field as

they...go on to make- plans-and express preferentes.'

°Figures -2 and 1 'klow the. percentages Of male and 'female students,
ft A

resp4ctively: who'chose occupations,which were consistent or inconsistent 4

with the interest field they had selected previously. :The figures are .

, 1
presented in the.form of a "tree," with branches that trace consistengies, .

. '
4

e and inconsièteficies acrost the three-columns (lailked "Field of Interest,"

. Y
"Occupation Planned".for," and "Ocppation'Chosen in Strategy!'). Each

J .
t

.

. ft ,

'branch of the tree gives the,percentageof students entering from the

prior branch. Thug, it is the conditional probability df aepoice given

4". the previou'kchoice made,'that is presepted at each branih.
. / I. 4 .

The variable,in the firspt column, Field of'Interest (VAL3), refers-

to the response ,ta the Valuessection, where a student sq.ects ajield of
.

work most interesting to him/her. The number.of students choosing the

field.is. sh.own in parentheses; the corresponding percentage is given as a

decimal.* La Figure 2, for...exriple, of all,males in*the'sample, 26% (killt

chose the Scientific field of interest.
f,

C.
A

occupatton cht,sen by students in the Planning seci when theyihvestigated.

the second-variable, Occupation Planned for, represents the first

educatioftal and training requirements for entry. The figures show the

numbers and percentages of mallp (Figure 2), and females (Figure 3) whq
. ,

selected an occupation classified either in the same field of interest
.

1
I.
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t..c.hOsen...i(VLIIiS, or: in'a diffqent field.* . . ..1-

.
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.
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.
,The. Iasi-variable, -Occupafion-Chosen,in :ftrategy:'represents th9 .

. -., C' ,
7 -

., . ,-
,

.
.., . .. ,

for which the studeriVoniticates a preference.....(in.(STRATEGY),

- -. .
, . ,

.

. -., ,., .... !I, , .-
.

! Fr . A .

afxer havifiwreceive4 information:about the desirlbiliEylin ,terms Of the
. .. -

4.. -t'

.. ,

..
, -;,\.

studenf*Valuel) Of three4.if!et!nt ocCuOations.and having estimated the .,
. ,. .

N A

;,4.,.ectrobatilitY:of entering them._ 1i4the third column, eaeh branch *owe the
A.

- . . 7
-

,--
.,.. - , e

t .. ...
%

...
-number and the corresponding perCentage of. stiidenti,frOm the.previoue.

,

breach Who chase.anocc4ationiin STRATEGY that.was either in thevsame or. : ..

.

Irsv,

,

.a diffe'reni field a interest, as that originally cho,een.,in"OALUES.
.

- Figure 2, for example, we find that of the total=humber of males-(175),
.

,
,

,--,..4.

26% (46) chose thit ScientAfic field of interest in vAttirs. Qf this
. al,

. .
. . .

oup4-$117..432.).--planna4.4or-,a:-.Scientif4a occupation- in- PLANNING-.---Of--
w

a.

>

ihese 37 males 95% (35) again chose a Scientific ocCupation in STRATEGY,

kOchose a non-Scientific occuation. Similarly, of the 9
,Ael .

, .

.f.rOm the Scientific field of interest group Who planied for A.
A

-non-Scientific occUpation in
.

PLANNING, 11% (1) chose'a SOleneific occua-

tion in STRATEGYfwhile 89% (8) again chose'a non-Scientific occupation.
.

To determine the probability-of a series,of choice's made, the

conditional probabilities along each bran-a of-the path followed must be

multipWd. tisiig the above:examplefor the topmost branch of the tree

*An ocCupatIon mi4 he classified in as many as three different fields of

interest. In prdeefor the studenes'response to be coded as 'Same,' the
preferredAntereat field must be.one of the fields in Qhich the chosen -

occupation is clasaified and the occupation must rate high .(3 or 4 on a
scake extending from 1 to 4) on the degree to which its acfivities are

appropriate to that field.

.t

t'r

I.

G.
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ia Figure 2, the probability of a male choosing the Sdfentific field of:
t

,--"interesei6 VALUES (.26), and i)lanning for a Scantific occupation (.80X.ir

and then ch.Osing a ScientifiC.ocCdpation in STRA/EGT,(.9.5) is .26(IX
. .

-
x .95 ..20 or -20%:- I. other'words, of the total number of males .(175).,

20% (35) were ipprerested in the' Scientific fieli and twiceigmade occupationali

. choices consWent with their interestx .

'

'

4.

,.

An.examination of the,percentages of students preferring each Of th

-siac Interest fields (the first 011.fmn in Figure 2 and 31 Indicat.es th
.

(1) there is a significant reldtionship between sex and' choice of field of
.:..

interest (chi-ions:re significant at.:001 level); (2) more male tudents

.

chose the Scientific field(26%). Lan any.other field; (3) j4males chose
I.

the fieia-Oi-Perso9a1 COntact (35%) more frequeptly than any other field; .

N.
e

(4). preference for Scientific, Techno1logical, and,AdminiStratlise helds

was greater iiappg'males thaa females (4ifferences'in percentages are 13,

7 and 3, respectively);'(5) preference for.Personal Contact, Verbal, 04

Aesthetic fiel4s5 was greateramong:feaales than males (differences in

percentages are 13, 6, and 4, r.espectively).- Thuli, the greatest.difference

-

'ingoreference were found

with males,preferring the

lu the second.column

in the'Scientific and Personal Contact fields.,

former and females thtlatter.

in each figure, it islheen that large percentage4

of students planned for occupations tliat are conSistent ("same") with a

. field of illterey indicated earlier,in VALUES. Oply stall differences

are noted bgtween mides ahd females in the frequency with which they made

OnsiptentNor inconsistent choices. For four of:the six interest fields

(the exceptionisi..betng the Verbal and A.44hetic fields), at least 72%.of
e^. t 0

114
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% the choices are congistent with p ev ously indicated interest field
.

, . . .

seleptions. A factor contributing to the smaller percentagels of. consistent
- . .

choices for t e Verbal And gestbetic iields Tday be the relatively smala:r
h.

. ..
. . ,

_number of occupations in SIGI for 'these fields. At the time of this

study, 21%.of the occupations tit SIGI-we're cIassiiied,in the Verbal field

given.a rating ofaither 3 or 4 for this fnterest,field) and Only

. 1.2%.mere clasi.fied.in the Aeathetie gield. The'pe'rcentages for the

other field's were Scientific (36%), Technological (37%)'; Administrative

(27%), an6eraonal Contact (45%).:$11.addition,to base'rate-contiiderations,

, t
it is quite likely- that faCtors other-than major field'of interest

'wereaffecting students with,a ptegarenceofor-the Verbal and Aesthetic

fields.. For example they'may have:perceived the"market for jobs in
-v%

these fields as particularly unfa'vtirabla.

A quick scan of the percentages in.column 3 indicates high consistency
:"^

n theinterest fidld of occupationa chosen in PLANNING and those chosen

in STRATEGYeven folk thejerbal,and Aesthetic fields. Students who

selected.occupations'in PLANNING ihat are nsistent with tivair original

interest field Choices also tended to s leCt occupations in STRATEGY that

.are.in the.same field of inierest;._siudents whd,planned.for iccupations

in different interest fields tended also to select, in STRATEGY, occupations

thaf are In interest fields different from their earlier stated interest

preference. --This tendency in persistence of interest field Choice does

not appear tp be related to sex That is, a.chi7square computed on a

decomposition into male and female components of the contingency tabld of
p.

the f.reOency of."same" and "different" choicestmade in PLANNING and
A



e

STRATEGY.is found not to reach significance (R. > .0$).

A'dhi-square'nest of interest, 'field and sax differences in the

Oloice of4occ4pations selected in STRATEGY' (Column 3 of Zigures 2 afid 3)
A. .

-

Showsthat (1) there is no relationship between sex.and.the selectioniol.

ft same" and "different7 occupations in STRATEGY-(independeat of the:choiee
. .

made in PLANNING); and (2) fOr,both males and females', *separate,-there

.

is.no relationship between interest field and the selection of "saie" and

"different" occupstions in STRATEGY;

A closer look at the.percentages in column 3 does, however, reveal

an interesting Point. If the interest fields most preferrtd by both

sexes-4cientific for ihe maleS and Personal Contact for the females--are

viewed separately, we find that; for females .but not Males, theresis a
, .

significant difference in relationship between preference for on4 Cf

these two interest fields and the.selection of-occupations in STRATEGT..

(Strictly speaking, a chi-squaritek on a.part of the "tree," particularly

a part selecteAfter viewing the.data, is not appropriate.) Thus,

.

females who prefer:the-Personal Contact field of interest are more likely-

to choose, in STRATEGY, an occupation which is Consistent with their
4

t .

0

interest field choide than are females who prefer the.Scientific interest

One,explanation to account for this behavior on the.part of females,

...snd only females; is related to the degree of commitment involved at the'

three stages of choice. In Values, students qxprelsed a preferencelor a

,given field of interest. In Planning, they investigated in considerable

detail the educational requirements and other steps for entry into a

a
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.A

. .

.specified occupation4, Since the oCcupations in,the Scientific interest
:

likelyYto require a héaVier-concdntrationof courses_ in the
*

scientific, and mathemAticaljields thando occupations in the

.field seem'

technicAl,.
r

4*ersohal Contacdterest 4el4, females mgx hdye.t6ndeetoAm de.terred.
/ ,

. .

'by thelrospece..of actually enrolling in such courseg. The%ireeerence in

Strategy may also have 1.eflected the impact of othervalues besides ..

. .

:interest., An additionil point is..that many of the oc.Opatiqns in tN.a-

Scientific field (30%) require a-Ph.D. for entty, That this may-have

1?eeit 4-greater drawback for females dr:males ts conaistentIiitin whet pe.

f .founcLwhen examining sex differenbes valUes: A higher weight Vas
. . . ,

attached to the value Early'Entaby_lemales than males.-
_ ,....

. .

.
#

.It might be hypothesized that studia' ts'who'chooie occupaiions

consistent with their preferred interest field would give a higher weight

to.the value Interest than_students_411a_are not consistent in-their

choices: As can'be seen from the pattern 4 Interest means 1:1elow, by and

large this hypothesis appears to.be C'onfirM5d. As can be sden in Table

ft

stnddnts who choose an occupation in-STRATEGY that is consistent witti
a

their preferred intereit field do ;ndeed tend.to assign a higher weight
*

. .

to Interest than do'students whose choice in 'STRATEGY is inconsIstgat

1
with their preferred interest field (.11 < #05),

This finding is-true"for both males and femalesconsidered separately.
./ !..

#

s
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Column 1

field of Inteteit
(VAL3)

01
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(Males)

Column 2 . Column 3,

Ocupation ?Landed
%lot' (PLN2).

.79
1-.13

:22

4.
' Otcupation Chosen in
,. Strategy (ST4).

05) .95
;2.5 DI tie

0.)
8100 2111449j..

(3) Jo'

23

'Same' and 'Different,' in Columns 2 snd 3, are used to.iirentify students
whose choice of cocupation is consistent Sr inconsistent with their o'reftrred
Field of Interest. To avoid crow1ili4. these labeln are filled in only for
'the brancheu I/10e Seleutlfte ftela. .ihey should he uuderAt I. Inllowlng
the sew order branch by by:inch, (Ot eIrch (4. the other fields

ure 2: .Probability" tree for field of interest, occupation planned for
,` in Planning,, and occuptit ion preferred in Strategy ,Y...

t 6
t.
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Column 1

Fi4ld of Interest
'(VAL)) ,

(Female%)

Column.2

(6.

golumn 3 S 4

.
6

s.
:IP I

al

. Occupation-Planned Ocanpatton Chosen in

for (FIN2) $trateu (STR)
.

. >- . 14,,, VA

A

Sall ) 19 Dir
,1 (222.222......j.,_c . . : . __t41.-42.nti.7) . , ,0

Niles.
-I e * t .4 ..$-X11-tbs"--

s'e
e

cs.r_ .1793)

Pe

4.1

'Same' and 'Difterent..! in Colvmns.2 and 3. are used to Identify vtudents whose

OhOrre fale,Fupatiun is,consistent or inconslat4znt with their preferred Field

of bare . To Jveid crowding,"these labels are filled iu only for the branches

in the S lencific tivid- They should be understima, following the same ord

brilich by branch for each pf the other fields.

1
Figure 3: Probability tree for field of interest, occupation p

.Planning, and occupativ preferred in Strategy

I. 4

S.

d for in

1
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between group means are smaller"and not.statisti ...
',me It, 7sr-Tv,0 '''' 1...v..6.. s ... . ,.--4--^.--,4*--%-:44
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Table 2
V.

.

.

1` a

,

Interest Field GrodiMeans,

for Students with Consistent and Inconsistent gheices in'

PANNING,%
.

. .

. .

STRATEGY ..

Consistent Inconsistent%

Males 5:14 5.44

s.

Females '630 . . 6.00

5.92 a 5.20

. /
6.16' 5.86

.

Consistent Inconsirent
.

, le

. 1 .

,
:v

Though the pattern of means is the same for PLANNING as it ii,for

cally significant (A..> .05): Thts is not surprising, since the'occupition
,

,
chosen ia STRATEGY 'represents a more considered and analytical preference

.

than the-occupation selected in.PLANNING.-

Desirability Sums
. ,

As another way of comparing "male" vs. '!female" occupations, Desirability

Suns for all.SIGI occupations werd-computed for an average male values

profile land a female values profile. ,

A."Desirability Sum'
0
is arrive d.at in the following way: The

occupations La SIGI have been rated in accordancetwit4 their,capacity to

Satisfy eadh of the ten .values. This rating is.expressed as a number

ranging from 1 (low) td 4 (high)--exCept for Income, which ranges froi

to 5 . For example, at -the time of the study, Xray Technologist carried

a rating of 2 on Income (median income of 88000$1.0,999 per year) and a

t,
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I.

,

.01

rating of 3 (molee thah.average) On 'Fresiige. Mathematician had ratings
)

of 5 (more than'$20,000.per Pear) and 4 (a great amount) on-these two
.

Values. When a studetit's restrl'eted valueyeight is.mult lied by

, the Occupation's rating on that valit.e and the resulting prod cps for alf

. .

ten values:are summed, the restit isTa."DesirabAity Sum" that expresses

numerically thi. rellitionship b' ween 'what the atudent wants and what the

Occupation offers.

For present purposes, for all the SIGI_occupations, Desirability
:N..

Sums wefe computed-using average male and average female value,weights1
. ,

In computing.D4sirsOility Sums, only nia of the'ten values were used.
:4.;

Interest Field was excluded beCiuse its rating in SIGI is associated with

4.

.5

a particular. field. Table 3 shoWs Ole ten highest'and.the ten lowest

sums when the value weights were restricted to a total'of 40 ppints.

correspondingsums usineih'e unrestricted value weights..ve not presented.

they closely resembled those in Table 3.

With the above-mentione4,exclusion of differences.in weights assigned-._
4

to Work in Major Field Of Interest, the ten occupations with the.highest

,.Desirability Sums are.found to be the same for both ,the average itaie and

the averagelemale anetheir rank orders are the same. The ten least

desirable occupations are also the same for the average mile and the

average female, although their rank order.is'slightly different. Keypunch

Opelrator and Model were

for the average male by

the least desirable for both the sexes, followed

Stenographer, Typist, Avionics-Tochnician,

.

Library Technician, Computer Operator, Medical Lab Technician; Receptioliist,
.1

and Accounting Clerk, 1:0 that order. For average female Library
4

":
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Technician was third least desirable, . Stenographer fou?th, Typist fifth,

Avionica Technician iixth.. The rest were ranked *the same as for the

average. male.

It lb inWesting. that for the mostlesitable Occupations, DesiTability

Sums are consiseently hIsher fOc the average

female, with-differences that riinge'from 3.4

-°

least deiirable.occupations, however, dAfferences.in Desirability Sums

male than far the average

to..5.1%pointse For the

-foe males. and femiiles-tend to be-much smaller (.1 to 1.1' points)**;- and for

four occupations the iums arc slightly higher for the average female than

for the average mile (Keypunch Operator, Computer.Opetator, Stenographer,

and Accounting Clerk). The differences in Desirability Sums for the

.67
average male and female can, in large, be explained by the-fact that

occupations with high sums tend to have high'ratIolge for the characteristi-
.

callYmale value of High.Income and low ratings for the characteristically

,female value of Earlit Bntry. The reverse situation is tr.ue for occupations

at the lower end of the de'sirability sCale.
-

In short, when interestticare excludedt the differences between

average values N4eigh s assiined by males and those assigned by females

have'relatively i4tie 'effect on the designation of occupations at the
-

extremes of the Desirability-scale. Those Octupatiods that would be-
.

.rated asmost deai4ble for the "average" male configuration of values .

would 'also be rated as most desirable for the "average" female-configura-

tion A values.

. .4

1
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Table 3

a.
Comparison of the Desirability Sums for the A.i,..p.rtite,

Occuption

Lawyer
Physician.

Psychologist
Dentist
Teacher, Voc/Tech
Teacher, Ele/Sec
Political Scientist
Teacher, Spec. Ed.
Veterinarian
Speech Pathologist...

.

Occupations with the 10 Highest Desirabi1it7 SuMt

. 1!.

land Average Female

Occupaedon,

age Male

a31.6
.131.6
130.2
128.0
126.1

125.5
123.6
123.4
120.3
117.5

Aver. e Fefa
,

126:

126##

125.1

123.5 .

122,8
121.2
119.9
118.7:

115.3
113.2

,

f

.Occupations with the 10 Lowest Desir;bility Sum&l.

Keypunch Operator
Model
Stenographer
Typist
Avionics Technician
Library. Techmician
Computer Operator -

Medical Lab Technician
Receptionist

. Accounting Clerk.

4

,

Average Male Average F Wale

50.2 51.Z
60.1 594
62.5 62.8
63.5 63.

63.5 63,

63.5 62.

63.8 64.1 ,

65.7 65.0
67.1 66.7
67.4 67.5
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%
So far this repbrtjuis presented differences and.similarities

tetTieeri sexe's in-occupvional values and in other vaiiables related.to

0.

the om process. (Not reported here are sex differences in such variables.

ag high school English grsdOsiand counts of the nutber of times'students

-interact with various cOmponents of SIbI.) Thesd differences make'it

possible to formulate sex-typical and sex-atypical grolps, which.wiLl .

serve as a focus'for.the findings to be reported below.:

Formation \of Sex-Typical and Sex-Atypical GrouPs

"The general approach followed'in the development of sex-typical and

sex-atypical groups was to run a regression analysis in which sex, scored

dichotomously, was the dependent variable, and variables previously found

to ahow.sex differences were the predictors. A separate analysis was

based oh values alone; for the sake of brevity, only this analysis is'

presented here. From:the regression analysis, predicted sex %cores"
0( ,

were computed. The distribution of predicted sex scores was then cut' &)

matdh.the actual sex distribution (412 males, 59% fdmales). Scores above
I '1

the cutoff point were designated-"predicted male" and those below "predictea

tfemale." Students for whom the-predictedand actual.sex agreed were

.classified as sex-typicalrthose for Wirw there was disagreement were

,

clasified as sex-atypical. The four-variable solution was Sex .068

(Helping).-.046 (Lead) + .040 (Early Entry) -.040 (Income), with the

multiple R .38.
V.

The four variable solution was found to be the highest order solution

for whiah all beta weights are significant. This equation was used to
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7

,

compute predicted sex scores. The variables included 4is equation
y .

are, as expec ed,. those show-iv-3r test sex diftert4es in the\lirst\
,P 0.V...

* - .'4 . /. Pi'
..; T, .

Ir
ill

part bf.the study% ,

The number of students classi ed intoeach of the sex-typical and

atypical group's i

Predicted

1

Sex.. !

:

Sex7

Om in Table 4.

.--Table 4

Clissification of."Typical" nd Appica Groups)

(MT)

104

Cu)

Atypical . 72

'
Actual Seit ,1

,Feniale

(FT)

184 .

r
.(FA)

\41
73

/4 4.

a
ft

re is A slight bias in this procedtire.as.videnced by the higher-

percen e of females classified as sex7typical th n males so classiTied

(72% and Nn, respectively). This bias is, at ;east in part, due to the

th fore t eir over-representa-
.

_greater ntiMber of females in the sampl and
.

tion in the regression analysis

4

.2/
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InteresCheld Choioed fat' Sex-Typic
i

..
.Atypical'GroOs

.

. .

..
. * -

. .

Zarlier it waajtoted that th.ere is, a significiant relationlhip

-
between Oistudent's actual sex and the interefit.field that lie/sheirefers

v .

to work iqa Largeat sex c4tferedtes, in the expectedtireCliOn, were

noted for the.-Scientific and Personal 'Contact -fieldii.-'1inw the question
4

a, .

arises as.to whether interest field, differences can be fiirthei etillained

in terms ot Irx-relatecrvaldes. .. 4-

.Table 5 giA!es distripoutions of interest'field preferences for mdles

and-female& classified-ad-7sex-typical or -fittypical using the values

-1
,

. classification procedure deicribe4 4bolie.
.. ..

:
. ... .

. .

Partitioned.chi-tiquared'iliere computed oft the frequenCi4 in,these ,
. . ..

. .!'

,

....._,t4tiles_and....the....reiulta--sat...0144elow432-Tabga--from--*--L,---:.

_

tie

a.

Tables 5..and 6 are summarized below. 4.4

.(l) As-diacuised previqusly, there is a relatOnship,b ;

studente. sex'and their interest field'preferencestatjaPie 5shoT4S,'

however, is'that this relationship is largely due- Se*-ty0ical

groups (MT St Fr): A relationshtp, generally. no.ceit en the interest
.

, .

field preiprences and sex for sex-typical students 'ofteri'does nolhold

, 1
for sex-atypical students. Thus ,the overl-all difference in interest

-

preferences is significant at the..001 level between typicalmales and

'typical females. -The differenCes Setween MAfand FA and 'between MA and

. "

FT, however, are not significant.

(2Y Typicality is related to the over-all distribution of interest

field'preferences for males but,not for females:



s.

Zistinctions* in typicality art most useful'when fodus is .on-

seleCted.interest fiela preferences On Which the sexes iend to be most

sharply differentiated.; For ehe two groups of male,students, i.e., MT &

HA .we find differences that parallel those noted betWeen males.and

_females. That is,.the largest differences.between typical.and atypical

males.in.Table 5 are-evidenced in'their preferencee fOr

Personal Contact, and-Aesthetic fields, 4#h. typical males preferring the
kScientificlield (33% vs. 17%) and.atypicalTales preferring the Personal

. Contact field (31% vs. 15%).and the Aesthetic.field.(15% vs. 6%). Similar

differenced are found toetWeen'typital and atypical females, with a-larger.

N.'proportion of atypical feiales preferr g the Scientific field c19% vs.tt la

11%) and a larger proportibn of typical females preferring the Personal
,

"ss

s,

Contact field (38% vs. 27%).

Table

Preferred Interest-Fields forSex-Typical and -Atypical,Groups

ForMed Using Values

(Nutbersin Parenthedes are Prcegts of- COlumns) ,

t

.

MT

,.

4,
34(32.7)

10(9.6)

24(23.1)

16(15.4)

1413.5)

16(5:7).

12(16.7)

9(12.5)

10(1,3.9)

12(30.6),

8(11.1)
.

.11415.2)

14(19.2)

2(2.,j)

-.13(17.8)

20(27.4)

15(20.6)

-9(12.3)

s:.

21(11.4)

9(4.9)

27(14.7)

69(37.5)

34(18.5)

24(134).

c
ScientifiC
r)

Technological

Administrative

Personal C9ntact
,

Verbal

,

Aesthetic-

CI
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1.

Par'tition

, . .

"mtle/Female

'Typical/Atypical
MT/MA ,

FT/FA
.MA/FT
MTI/FA

MT/Ft*
MA/FA '.

ortatiOn-Seeking

27*
'table 6

'4

Partitioned.Chi-Souares From TE:ble

e-In the SIGI subsysteth

Chi7Square (df5)

25.7 .

4 1.4
15.'0

-60
8a.)

13.0
36-0\

called: OMP

SiRnifance Level

.001

ns
AP .01

n.s.
..05

.001

n.s

a.

studentS may select questions.

from-a list. of 2$ and.get answers'tpjhese questions abOut Occupations

interest.to them. these'questions, as ihown in Figure 4, are grouped

into six Categories..

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION'

(1) Definition of..occupation? '

(Z) Description Of work 'activities?

, (3), Level of skill in interacting

with data, people, things?'

(4) Where to'get more.information?

.11

PERSON,SATISFACTIQNS

of

(14) Help other*: 'chances to help?

(15) LiadershinL, iChances to lead?

(16) Interest Fi °Which field?.

(17), Prestige lev
,(18 ) .Speoial prob16-s?'

c.-
EDUCATION, TRAINING, OTHER. REQUIREMENTS CONDITIONS dt\WORK

(5). Carly Entry: Education required? (19) Physica&-firroundings? ,

(6) Specific occupational training? (20) Leisuref taws, vacation?

(7) Exap1ep.of college courses? (21) Independence on ,the.job?

(8) Person 1 iqualifications?.. (22) Variety?

(9) Other equiremenPS?
t.

. (221 .Fringe benfits?

to,

INCOME (National figures).

(10) Beginning salary?

(11> Average income?' (Shows the mid-

point of salartos nationwide)

(12). Top ,salary possibilities?

(13), How salaries very?

OPPORTUNITIES AND OUTLOOK

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

National employment outlook?

Where are the jobs (U.S.)?

Security in the occupation?

Advancement?
Hold many women?

. ,

Figure 4. Questions the.,student cawask in COrmare.

4.

I
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. Table 7 shows the mean number of questions in each of the six categories

asked by males,and females classified as sex-typical .or -atypical on the.

basis of values. .the moat popular categories of questiott asked, by all -

groups, are Decinition and Description; Education, Ttaining and Other. ,

Requirementi; and'Opportunities and OutlOok. The least popular category :

is Personal Satisfactions. It should not he inferred.tat the relatively

few questions asked by students about personal satisfactions reflects a

lack of concern with these kinds of data. Rather, this beha,Aor is

,
probably A result of 'having already covered much .of this category in a

preceging Aubeystem of SIGI called LOCATE. In LOCATE students select
Nk.

.values for retrieving oecupitions and specify a niinimum return they Would

like on each value. Thus, As they.inspect the occupations retrieved for
ST

cthem in LOCATE, they learn tach about the personal satisfactiona the

ocdupations offer. Ie is liiely thaethey carry,this information into

COMPARE'and therefore'esk fewer additional questions of this nature;
%

Although the tank ordering of the within means in Table I are

quite similar, there are eignificant differincesrbetWeen the groups.
%

TWo-way ANOVAs (sex by typicality), run sepirately'for each categow,of

questions, showed significant sex differences for three of the six .

,

categories--Incfte, Conditions of Work, And Opportunitiea and Outlook.

Having learned previously that males asked mote quesrions.about occupations,
/-

we can now expand that finding to include areas of information-seeking:

(1) tfides more than females, ask questions about Indome, Conditions of

Work, and Opportunities and Outlook; (21 no sex difference is noted in

the number of questions asked about Definitions and Descriptions;

Education, Triining and Other Requirements; and Personal Satisfactions.

444''

9



Table 7

Mean NuMber of Quettions.Asked In 6 Categories Used in COMPARE
--(Sex-Typics1 Groups Formed Using Values)

Category.of Questions

in COMPARE MT

4.1

4.0

- 3.0

1.5

c

4

4`,Group Means

FTMA

4.4
.

.

-4.6

.3.6 -

1.2 t

3.2

3.7

FA

..

Definition and Description
.,

Education, Training, &

Other Re4hiremen9
...

.Income ,..:

Personal Satisfactions
..,

4.2

,

.4.3

2.5

1.5.

3.1

3.1

3.8

Itzzik

.
3.7%

2.5

1.4

.2.5

'3.2.

Conditions of iJork

Opportunities & Outlook

2.8
,

t.1

-Value Profiles for Occupation's Selected in PLANNING

A queition of some importance is whether the occupations students

plal!s!or are consistent With their occupationag values and whether the ,
. ,

degree of consistepcy varies 'with sex and/or typicality. To provide the

data necessary to examine this issue, mean))Value ratings of Acupations

selected by Itudents p. PLANNING were computed. Comparisons were then

ma A e between these means and the value profilestof students. The ratings
-#.

.

of oCcupations come directly from SIGI. Every occupation in SIGI iS

rated on ten values dimensions; High Income, Ilvestige, Independencel

Helping Others, Security; Variety, Leadership, Interest Field, Leisure,

and Early Entry. A rating,indicates the opportunitY an occupation

provides forvthe kind of satisfaction represented by each value. Ratings

were made on a scale frai 1 to 5 for "Income" and 1 to 4 for ill other'

-
values. Olditod of rating is described And precise scale demarcations

are defined and illustrated in Pears & Weber, 1976, 1978.)

$
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Table 8 shows the'mean rating on each value of occupations ialected

in tANNING'hy mali and female students,classified as sex-typical and

sex-atypicalon the basis of values. (The value "Interest" isomitted

I. .

since its categories-are not ordered. ,It was discussed above in the
.

Sex-ypical'Groups.")

are indicated by asterisks.

section headed,."Interest Field Choices for

Results of an F test rutf.on the group means

-1 In compaz$ng the nine value ratings within each group, the Irmo.= mean
-

.should be considered aS four-fifths'its size to put it on the saMe scale

as the other ratings.

.

It is useful here to introduce some4statistics which describe the

.pool of occupations from which tiiese selections were drawn. -Tables 9s
I.

.and 9b give the teans,-standard d9viations, and intercorrelations among,
eu.

the values ratings tor thf'entire pool Of 155 occupations that were then

in SIGI: These statistics.are presented here mainly as a background

against which the group profile can be interpreted. Obviousiy, it would

be difficult to draw conclusions from the rank orders of mean values down

the, columns of Table 8-without taking sometvaccount of the.effects of.the

means presented in Table.

and.the atypical femalei

9.1 Thus, we may note in Table 8 that the males

plan for occupations that have highest ratings

on Variety, IncomePrestige, and Independence and lowest ratings on "

Early Entry; Leisure; and Helping Others. With the exception of Early ,

Entry, this rank ordilir stems conaistent with the rbase rate" in Table 9a.

Typical females, however, plan for occupations wi:th highest ratings on

'Variety, Helping Others,

!have the lowest ratings.

and Early'Entry; Leisure and Income (resealed)

Occupations chosen in-nanning by .all four
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:greups hare highest ratings on Variety, which is the olly one of the

abOvementioned value,dimensiOns that does hot'show significant group

S.

,-. differences. For each of the value dImensions which do exhibit significant r, .. ,

group differences, it is the two typical groups (vr & FT) that have the
,

d 'I

extreme'mean ratings.. 'Lille progression tends to run consistently in the

- oidr.MT, ZA, MA, FT. ,Thus, in this manifestation of CDM behavior,

atYpicel females tend to be,closer".to typical males thal to typical

females. The two atypical grchips-match each other rather closely, and

the two typical groups1/4...sreheatlEari......_

Row well do these ratings of oCcupations match with self-expressed

;

St

44,

value ne0102 As preViously discussed, one of the procedures for classifying
. e

riopidents into sex-typical and sex-atypical groups uses value' weights

:assigned to four Values, namely Helping Others, Early Entry, Leadership,

and Income. The first two values Are associated with females ind the

last two with males.- The value weight profiles for these groups, presented

in Table 10, show the results of the classification procedpre.

If, as we expect, students' vanes are reflected in their occupational

choices the mean values ratings of=occupations chosen by each of the four
4.

groups should show 4 paetern similar tO the pattern of mean values weights

of the respective groups.. From Tables'S and 10, we can see that on three

of the four values dimensions used in classifying students there is a

close correspondence between the patterns of values ratings and weights.

---

Specifically, we find that:

(1) The occupations-planned for bitypical males and atypical

females offer very significantly (p < .001) greater Opportunities for

Cf?



high income than do the occupations selected by typical females and

atypical males.

(2) Typical females, to .a greater extent than .bther groups of

stuitenta, plan for occupations that offer an opportunity for ,helping

others; atypicii'males, when compared to typical males, can also be seen

*. to parsue occniatiOns'that are oriented toward helping others. In view,

,

.
, of the relatively high Valn*eweights.assigned to this.dimensión, by

. ...

, .

atypical males (tt is the top ranked value along with Interest),,, one'

I
, might_gEmPt t41...Pcalpations they, select in Planning to have .an even4.0.00,...,M.*<IT,

4.

-so

I.

higher ranked group mean rating ;for Helping.Others. The statistics for k

the entire pool of occupations'show that this apparent anomaly is probably

an artifact. of.the'lThase rate." Note in Table 9 that the occupations in

.
SIGI have"their lowest mean ratings for Helping Others..

(3) TypicalJemiles comprise the only group who plan for occupations'

with a high mean:rating for Early Entry.-

.(4) The, mean value ratings for Leadership show.little difference.- =

t

across groups. Why typical males and atypical females fail'to plan for

occupations that have high opportunities for leaderehip, as their values

weights would suggest, is not known. It may'be noted that 'the mean

rating for Leadership An Table 9 is nextqawest in rank to.that for

.Helping Others. A further clue from interviews is that, in assessing the

4,6portance of this occupational value, many,students considei a merate

amount rather tlyln a great amount'of opportunity for leadership ast highly

desirable. (The definition of Leaderahip includes "responsibility.")

0
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(5) The value dimension, Prestige, shows significant group differences

in mean ratings even.though the group differences in mean value weights
_

'are not.significant. This phenomen-on may be a result of the intercorrela-
.

tion of Prestise with Early Entry, IndepencleRce, and Income (Table 9b).

Prestige has a high negative correlation with Early.Entry. (-.79)' and also.

quite high posittve correlations with Independenceand Income..

(6) In addition to Leadershii,'the mean values ratings for Varfaty

and Security also fail to show differences in group m(;ans. In part,

th the values weights. Prom

Table 9.we see that'the mean values weighta. for all four kroups do not

shownificant differences on either of these dimensicne. What is

surprising hOwever, is,the consistent difference noted for all the
0

.grOUpi between the rank order of the mean weights ahd ratings for Security.

All groups assiFn Security a high weight, while the occupations that they' ,

plan for have ratings for this dimension that have-erank Order Of 3 or. .

6. This situation does,p(Ot appear to be an outgrowth otthe interdepen-

'dence Of the ratings themselves, but again may reflect the 'base rate"

(security ranks 5th in. Table 9a). In general, the ratings for Security

are independent of the ratings for the other diensions. The one notable

exception is for Helping Others, which has a moderate correlation with

'Security (.45). Leiaure, on the other hand, which does not show.a

significant sex difference for value weights', does have a soAewhat higher

mean rating for the occupations planned for by-typical females than ft
.

does.for the other groups.

3 (4 L

- *
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Table 8

Mean Value Ratings of 'Occupations Planned for
by Sex-TypiCal.Groups

a

.

,

MT FA MA

*** Income 4.2 4.0 3.6
4.

*** Prestige 3.2 3.0 . 2.9

*** Iadependice .3.0 2.9

, FT

371'

2.6

2.6

*** Helping ------n-r-------24"-------t-2;1----:-----e:r9--
t,

- .2.6 2.6

' 3.2 3.1

1..
.

'..2.7 2.6

,..

2.2 2.5

2.3 .- .2.7

Security 2.6 . 2.6

Variety 3.2 3.3
.

Leadership. 2.6 2.7
. r

*** Leisure . . 2.0 , 2.2

*** Early Eatry 2.2. Z 2.

a
Sex-Typical groups formed using values.

*** z..< .001
.

3
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Summary-Statistics far.Ratings of SIGI Occupations

(a) Means and Standard Deviations

tHated Value Mean

TriCome ,
, 3.35 '''

'Prestige .

2.53
Independence 2.63
'Helping Others 2.19
Security 't, eh 2.53

.Variety .2.95
Leadershi0 2.29

Early Entry
2 9

;.80

S.D.

1.11
.97

.90

1.19
1.02,
.89

r.02
. E 7 9 4

3.q.°

ft

'Aft

4.

k

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

I.

Income
Prestige
Independence
'HO.ping Others
Security
Variety
Leadership
Leisure
Early Entry

1.00
.56
..68
-.22
-.09

.44E.

30
-.26
-.58

(b) Intercorrelations
. .

1.00
:61 1.00
.10 .10 1.00
..14 .08 .45 1.00

, .4.3 .63 .42 .09
.47 :54 .62 .28

-.06 -.19 .24 .12
-.79 -.67 -.27 -.28

, 1.00
..65

.06

-.47

1.00.

.06

-.5341

1.00.

-.02

a.

1.00

A

fb

S.

.
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Table 10

Value Weight Profiles for Sex-Typical Groups

a

Jr

Mean Value Weights

1411% _Fr
4

***Income 6.2 6to 5.4 '5.1

Prestige 5.0 5.01, 4.7 4.6

**Independence 5 .7 5.8. , 5.6 e 5.-2

***Helping 3.8 4.3 ,-, 5.9 6.3

Security 6.1 6.0' - 5.7 6:2

Variety 5.6 5.8 \ 5.5 5.5

****Leadership 5. 5 5.2 4.2 4.0

. *Interest 5.6 6.1 5.9 0.3

, Leisure
***Early :Entry

1
4.6.

2.6

4.6.

2.8 .

4.2
' 4.1

. 4.2
4.5

*

** p COIL

*** p so<.001

2

2

3 '
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Predominant Sex Membership of Occupations Chosen by'Sex-Typical and

Atypical Gyoups \N

It is of interest to note the,kinds qf occupations chosen by .the

four groups that have been define&and classifia as sex-typical or

-atypical. For purposes of this section, "chosen" is defined-as the

first occupation selected in Planning. "Kinds Of oacupations" are

represented by a three-way classification according to predominant sex
TIO

membership in each SIGI occupation: (Data in srm include percentage of

women in each occupation.) More specifically, occupations with 66% or

more women were designated Predominantly,Fewile; 33% or fewer women,

.

Predominantly Male; between 33%;and 66% women, Neutral.

According to.ehese demarcation.points, 60% of the 155 occUpations in

SIGI at the time of the study were found to be Predominantly Male Of),

22% Predominantly Female (F), and 18% Neutral (N),...in terms of data then

current.

table 11 shows these percentages as the "base" for each of the three

occupational classifications. As a rough indicator of an expected

distribution, this tluuue provides a context for readingothe frequency of

choice of eaCh kind of occupation (M, F, or N) by each of the four

groups, when the groups are formed on the basis of vaihes, as descrped-

,previously. :

It is clear,from Table it_that there are notable differences in the

kinds of occupations (classified'by sex membership) chosen by the four

groups (classified by values profiles).. These differences are in the

direction that would be anticipated. For example, typical males overwhelt.

/ugly plah for occupations that are Predominantly Male, an of them

4!A

,

05% .
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6 and,females, tend t aid-more closely'matching the base. I

. 4 1

I

38 \

making this chol compared with a "base" of 60%.. .,_...ey.tend to ignore

occupations" that re redominantly Female (6%).. Typical6males, on the

,

other,hand,-tend t choose FredominantliFemale occupations--4.1%.compared

with a base of 22%, The
,

:choices of the other two groupsv atypicalpales

Summarizing other.major betweengroup differences, we find that (1)

.
*rpical. males plan dr more.M and fewer N,occupations thant4atypiCal males

4
A
do; (2) typical .femates plan for more occupations that-ate,F.atd fewer

Occupatiops that are4q than do atypical females;'(3).the distributions'

1.ox_atulgaLlogatiLufl. Atypical females artquite
4 1.)

.0

tions for each group lhowilfg movelbent away from the' extreme position of
!

et,

off

the."typigal" counte;part toward the "base" distribution; (4) the difference

between the two femi;eiroups in choosing F occupations (41%+18%,..23%) is
4

,

'greater than'the diffe nce between the two male groups in coosing M

. occupations (83% 65%4 18%)... (Bear in. mitld that the.base is 22% for

the F ocCupations and 6 % for the M occupations); and C5) females

!with atypieal values prc3files exceed typical females tayendeney to

Ichno occupations by a rather wide margin (54% vs.'30%). The-two mile

groups do not.differ so Lticeably in choosing F occup44ans (c vs.

6%), but atypical males are quite a klit more likely th4typicImales
1

to choose N occupations (25%.vs. 11%).

3
k -
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Table 11

Kinds oc.pccupations Selected ik,PLANNING
_

by Four Groups,Classified by Values

(Numbers in paxsntheses are percents of column totals)

. S.

Group

MT FA: FT' Total

Predominantly ,

, Male 86 (83)

(Bases,60%)

PAdominantlx
Female

(Base-.222)

Neutral

(8ase,18%)

Total

.

".. 4".

.t

44.

6 (6)

12 (It)

40

13

20

104 73

.4

(55) 47 (65) 54 (30) 227 (52)

(18) 7 (10). 76 (41) .102 (24)

(27) 18 (25) 54 (29). 104 (24)

72 184 433

'140

IN.r'
4.<

:

5.1

4.

40'

.
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Summary- and Discussion

S.

. ,
.

...For the sake of coherence the folloWing discussion includes reference

to a few-findings ot,the studT.that, for reasons of-space were omitted

from4his report:

--Inter-Gruu0,Similarities and Overlap::
\

A major ',conclusionWhich:might.:be overlooked just because it is..so

obloutii warrants mention:first. Since this Setudy.focuses on sex differeficed,

,

it-Arould be easy to lose sight of the many similaritigs betweenlroups

CDM,\-reflected in a iarge. number of the findings. The main point of.

thesefindings is to
.

justify. "sex-biind" guidance: Notwithstanding
.

.signifOant.sex differencee that Were foiind,. Students from eVery age-Sex

I .
group found the structure and process of ODM Ilimbodied in SICI-quita .

. A .

. 44 4.

..7 ,

relevant; and conkenial.. Their initractions with varibus subsystems were,

a .

Odt.ostrikingly distnctivec BOth sexeR showed similar covistendies ,

?between interests and occupations chosen; tended-to seleCt occupations of

,

equal desirability, probability, and .utility;'and the profile,of Mean

-values weights for each sex (excluding the weights for Work in Major

Field ot Interest) wduld Itintify the same lists of ten "most desirable".-

and ten'"least.desirable" occupations. Thus, there is nd apparept

justification for routing maies and females> to distinctive guidance

"tregipents" on the basis of sex.

CDM is a. highly,individualiati enterprise, and-individual differences
,

4
are ubiquitous. But these variations sre'often iUckependent of group

0
membership. EVen When significant.differenos ire found between groups,

V

/

1

A

a

S.
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there is alwa'ys consider41e overlap. Thus, college studenta of different ,

*
.

ages and sex are Rot making career decisions in grossly different ways.

Some members of each aie-sex group resembl members of other groups
, .

.

in the CDM procese.

In *acme inStanced,similarities mey be attributed to deve nt of

understandings.and'competencies that generalli result from use kf SIGI.

For example, the consistent increase in freqUency of high scores on

indexes of AesirabilitY and utility for occupations chosen is-clearly a

function_of systematic- consideration of'desirabili'ties, probabilities,
,

and decision rules associated with a set of occupations. The axerciSe

that 1ntervene4*bdtween the first and second score in each-instance.has P

had.a leavening sffect. All students have )0een helped to discover the

xtent-to which each occdpation provides the configuration of rswards and

satisfactions that best fit their individual profile of values and ,

thaw learned to balance rewards and risks. gonsequently, there is a

notable gain in the number of "ceiling" scores for ali students regardless

4
of age or. sex. '(Obviously, large numbers of scores at the "ceiling" of a

Scale tend,to constrain findings pf differences between groups.)

Effects of Initial Status

..As would be expegfd, covariate effects were sometiFes,found iñthe

. absence of 4448 or sex effettis. _This simply meips that in certan respects

" igiaal status vis-a-vis CDM-may affect ppm behaviors fegardless of age
`41444,e

vr sex. For example :students who regarded themselves as poorly informed'

-*about octupations when)they entered the interaction withSZGI engaged in

1'4 .
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dit

more information-seeking activity than students who felt well informed.

Those who did not initially know how to predict grades asked more questions

about prediction than those who did, and those who were at the outset

uncertain of plans explored-a-greater nutober and variety of occupations

in'Planning. By the same token, the students who were relatively confident
. ,

of their ability to predict grades were more likely to choose in STRATEGY

the occupation with the most favorable chances for. entry. 4se who felt

that they knew their values well were,7mia*-Ultely,to select a; their
A *

initial choice in STRATEGY the occupation with pe highest utility-
,

This effect did not carry over to the final choice because of the "ceiling"

effect mentiOned above (about two-thirds'of all students-ecOred at the

"ceiling" on the final "utility" Andex). This ceiling phenomenon, as.

pointed out above, is attributable to the treatmegt, and tends.to wash

out effects of initial status.

Sex Differenhes -

Having previously emphasized inter-group similarities, we can now

turn, without fear of being misundersto6d, to the se* differences that

did appear. Straightforward comparisons between the sexes seem to

confirtn_many -prevalent t3tereotypes osex roles and behaviors.

In general, males were more active and positive than females in

their CDM behaviors. They tended,to give higher weights to.values,

engaged in mace occupational information-seeking, asked for more predic-

tions; evaluated more occupations in STRATEGY, ;Ind sdketimes oLppeared.to

`i act more logiCally in respect to their initial status.

v
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The main differences between sexes in the values domain.--emphasizing

higher weights. on Leadership and Income for,males and on Helping:Others

and Early Entry.for females--are consistent with the stereotype of the

strtving male and,the nurtdrantIkale.

Interest preferences were also in accord with longstanding cultural

expectations: the Scientific field was the one mostrfrequently chosen by

males, aud'the Personal Contact.field by fetalea. Technological and

Administrative.fields were also more popular among males.than among

femalesw and the Verbal and Aesthetic fields were preferred more often by

feTares thin by males. Adherence to the stereotype extended, beyond*

expressions of isreference and into bdhaVior: Although a high proportion
t

of all-students tended to choose occupations in PLANNING and in STRATEGY =

.

that were consistent with their interest field preferences, femalis who I

$riferred thd Personal Contact field were more likely than females

kpreferred the Scientific fidld to chbose an'occupation in STRATEGY

-that was consistent with their interest field preference.. .

It is not purprising to see these corroborations and supplementations
A

'of previous findings of sex differences. Again,,however, we must not

fail to call attention to the preponderance of similariaes found'between

the sexes in CDM variables. Given the considerable degree of overlap, lare

sought to clarify the eimilarities aurae differentiations by further.

classification of each sex into two grops.

Sex-Typical and Sex-Atypical Groupe .

We reasoned that if sex stereotypes are i the process of breaking

down, clearly the change would not affedt all -membets of each sex equally

4 4 ,

f.

.
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'11

and Simultadeously. Some males and some females woad respond rather

quickly to the new influences, others more slowly, and still o hers not .

40a.

at all. The question then was one'of choosing variables for classification

of
'ilt
b-groups te be compared successively on other variables. Having

often emphasized thei primacy of the values.domain in CMM, our pieference

was to try.sorting first on values. Since an empirical test proved this

to be more efficient aad more.valid than use Of "activity" variables, we

followed the proce4ure,of regressing sex on values,.as described,' to

-

identify those members og each sii whose values we called, for lack of

better wordi, "typical" or "atypical" of their sex. These sub-groups
. .

based-on a composite of fourvalues dimensions provide a key to sex

differences ahd similarities on a substantial array of other vafiables..

The two "typical" sreaps turn out to account for many of the sex

differences found., and differencea between the ',typical" and "atypical"

sub-groups within each Sex often perallel those between the sexes. For

A
4

example, se erences in choice of interest field are largely attrfbut-
4ki

able to differences between."typical" males (MT1 and "typical" females

(FT). ,There are no Significant differences.in interest preferences

between the "atypical" group& (MA and FA) or between MA'and FT. Focus on

the interest fields that most sharply differentiate the sexesScientific,

Personal'Contact, and Aesthetic--shows parallel differences between the

"typical" and "atypical" male4rouPs, with MT preferring the SciEintlfic

field and MA the Personal Contact and Aesthetic fierds. There is,

an analogoui differentiation between "typical" and "atypical" females,,

with more FA preferring the Scientific field and more FT preferring the

Personal Contact field.

If



Classification of,sertypical and -atypical groups on the basis of

valuei is enlightening not only in respect to preferences for interests

but also in respect to further actions in CDM, such as the characteristics

.of occupations-chosen in PLAHNING. When mean ratings (exclusive of
. .

Interest Field) are computed for those occupations selected in PLANNING

by members of each of the four groups, highly significant differencesL are

found on-Income, Prestige, Independence, Helping Others., Leisute, afid

Early Entry., The two "typical groups (c and FT) choose oicUpations

iiith the extreme mean ratings on these six values dimensions, and the

.progression tends to run MT, FA, MA,.FT, with the.two "atypical" groups

closer to MT than to FT. Thus, we.see an interlocking or alternation of
44

sex groups, withatypical" females positioned between "typical" and

"atypical" males, and "atypical".males between "typical" and "atypical"

females.
.

Ineshort, the sub-classification of each sex-by "typicality" is not- .

merely academic. All four groups.lua consistently with their- malues in

an important aspect of.CDW--the choice of occupations to plan for. Sex

get se does not appear to be a milor barrier to selecting occupations

that'will be instrUmental in providing the satisfactions and rewards that

are deemed important by each group. Thus, "atypical" females, like 4.

.

"typical" males,.engage in planning for occupations that-offer good 4

, opOortunities-for high income, prestige, and independence. While "typical"
#

females lead all other grou0s in planning for oc.cupatiolis that offer good

opportunities to help others., such occupations ire as popular with'Mt as

with FA.

H
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alone, provide finer differentiations on interest preferences and on

4.46

Having established that groupings based on values, rather than pex
.

selection of occupations according to'instrumentality, we next looked at

occupational choices classified on a hiighly objective, external criterion

of predominant six membership. , Again', the kinds of occupations chosen,by

the four groupd are consistent with the characterization of each groui.

"Typical" males overwhelmingly choqe ocsupationi with predominantly male
,

'membership and rarely chose either-of the other two categories. The'

occupations with predominantly malOombership were also' more popular

- with. "atypical" females. The:distributions for the two "atypical" groups

0

-are quite.similar, each showing movement- away from the "typical' group of

the same sex and t'Owsrd the "base rate" .distribution ok oacupations in

SIGI with respect to sex membership. All but the MT group tended to

choose occupations in the middle category (wite a roughly: balanCed

proportion of males and females) more frequently than the "base rate"

might.,suggest. The occUpations with predominantly female membership were

most popular only with the "typical" females. So here again we see the

widest gap-between the MT and' FT groups, with the.FA and MA groups

occupying the middle ground.

A Concluding Word .01

Ail these findings of similarities and differences among groups aie

esseutially liberating.. They Show there is a precedent for people of

eitixer sex who want to escape from sex-role stereptypes and seek career

.satisfactions in terms of their own values.' There is ample demonstration.

4 7
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.dpat people are not-locked into sex roles'but are capable of entertaining

and acting on self concepts that reflect their dwn values.

Ole remaining.question is, granted the crucial importante of values

that Is confirmed in this study, are people equally free to develop value

systems that are mit sex-bound?. Certainly, we can'not ignore the statisti-
_.

cally significant differences between means of value weights assigned by

males and females on six of tha ten values dimensions. *But we have also

noted the great degree of overlap between dietributions'for the sexes and

the high standard deviations on every dimenslon. . We know very little

about-the ways in which.values are introcept cept in general terms.
t

Clearly, an. individual's values come from famgy, from.the culture at

large, and frokspecific environments. But these sources'may diminish in

importance with maturation.: Their impact,in.formative years can be

acknowledged, but we cAn also recogtize that there is considerable space'

for conscious, intentional development and even change in values; one

can "take thought" about where one's values have come from and where they

are taking one (Katz, 1963,. p. 22). This is consistent with the mature-
.

tional trend in the'attainment of' autonomy. As people progress through

various stages toward maturity,'their behavior

...seems capable of viriation up to the limits established by

preceding stages. Thus, within whatever constraints are allowed by
being a member of the human species, having,inherited a given set of
genes, being brought up in a certain culture, and being subjected to
selected arrays of reinforcements, most young men and women seem to
want to become as independent as possible. They seem to want to use

as much space'as is left theM for making their owh decisions, for

determining their own behavior--even those who decide to become-

behaviorists. We have not yet progressed, if that is &le woid,
*entirely "beyond freedom and dignity."

A 8
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It is to this striving for individual freedom in decision-
making that our computer-based System of Interactive Guidance

and Information (SIGI) addresses itself, specifically in'the

area of career decision-making. But freedom: without"competence

may be frustrating. 'We have sel out to enhance the freedom of
the decision-maker(s] by helping (them] to..ingrease (their] compe-
tence in the proceds of making informed and rational decisions.
(Katz, 1974, pp. 44-45).

The 'evidence in this study of Age and sex differences' in the career

decision-making process speaks strongly to the effect that neither age

nor sex is i necessary deterrent to realiiation of the ideals.of freedom

and competence in GDM that we have attempted to implement in SIGt.

1

a
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